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not to the "fishes of gold" sung by the poet, but to some hai!

dozen pike that I suppose have long since dealt by the fishes

of gold as the bulkier contemporaries of the famous Jack the

Giant Killer used to deal by their guests. A further walk of a

few hundred yards through the wooded hollow brought me to

the angle where the forks of the deli unite and. form one val.

ley. A considerable piece of water-by much the largest on

the grounds
-

occupies t.he bottom of the broad hollow which

they form by their union,- the squat stem, to use a former

illustration, of the letter Y; and a long narrow bay runs from

the main body of the lake up each of the two forks, losing itself

equally in both, as it contracts and narrows, amid the over

arching trees.

There is a harmony of form as certainly as of sound,- a

music to the eye in the one, as surely as to the ear in the

other. I had hitherto witnessed much dilapidation and decay,

but it was dilapidation and decay on a small scale; I had seen

merely the wrecks of a few artificial toys, scattered amid the

sublime of nature; and there were no sensible jarrings in the

silent concert of the graceful and the lovely, which the entire

scene served to compose. Here, however, all of a sudden, I

was struck by a harsh discord. Where the valley should have

opened its noble gateway into the champaign,
- a gateway

placed half-way between the extended magnificence
of the

expanse below, and the more closely concentrated beauties of

the twin dells above, -there stretches, from bank to bank, a

stiff, lumpish, rectilinear mound, some seventy or eighty
feet in

height, by some two or three hundred yards in length, that bars

out the landscape, - deals, in short, by the wanderer along the

lake or through the lower reaches of the deli, as some refrac

tory land-steward deals by some hapless railway surveyor,

when, squatting down full before him, he spreads out a broad
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